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ABSTRACT 

The effect of an inert salt on the time-resolved fluorescence from ex- 

cited hydroxypyrene-trisulfonate is measured and compared quantitatively 

to the solution of the transient Smoluchowski equation for proton diffusion- 

reversible recombination in the excited-state. The data in water can be 

explained by the screening and mobility-diminishing effects of the added 

salt. In methanol-water mixtures we observe additionally an enhancement 

of proton dissociation. The microscopic mechanism for proton mobility in 

water and methanolic mixtures is discussed. Since the rate-limiting step 

for proton mobility is a hydrogen-bond cleavage, percolation properties of 

the hydrogen-bond network might lead to a discontinuous drop in proton 

mobility, possibly reflected in our data. 

I. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Proton transfer to solvent (PTTS) is a fundamental  processes in chemistry and biology. 

In solution, it determines acid-base reactivity [1-6]. In the living cell, it serves to store 

metabolic energy as pH gradient across biological membranes [7,8]. The study of PTTS 

connects to basic aspects of solution rate and equilibria processes. These include the 
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factors governing proton dissociation [21, solvation [9-13] and mobility [4,5,14-18]. 

Hydroxyaryl molecules become strong acids in the excited electronic state ("the pH- 

jump" [7,19-22]). Light serves as an ultrafast trigger for PTTS. Early experiments cen- 

tered on steady-state measurements of quantum yields [19,20,23]. Fast lasers and accurate 

detection techniques allow nowadays to monitor the fluorescence in the time-domain, pro- 

viding rich information on acid-base kinetics in the excited-state [24-51]. Initially, the 

focus was on the elementary dissociation rate parameter, ~d. The large decrease in ~d in 

aqueous mixtures of increasing alcoholic content was interpreted in terms of water-clusters 

role in solvating protons [28-30]. 

It was subsequently recognized that excited-state PTTS can be reversible [32]. For 

example, in hydroxypyrene-trisulfonate (HPTS) the solvated, diffusing proton is attracted 

by the quadruply charged anion and recombines without quenching it to the ground 

electronic state [33,34] 

R*OH ~ R*O- + H +.  (1) 

The same process operates in 3-naphthol, where it is less prominent because the anion 

is only singly charged. In a-naphthol one observes both geminate recombination and a 

competing quenching channel [51], possibly leading to the formation of the keto form [31]. 

The synthesis of cyano-derivatives may allow to extend the pK* and reactivity scale of 

the hydroxyarenes [42]. 

The present study focuses on the effect of an inert salt on excited HPTS kinetics 

in both water and methanol-water mixtures [52]. At high concentrations (in the molar 

range), salt is known to retard the dissociation process [23,7,38,39]. At lower concen- 

trations (0.1M range), its primary effect is screening of the Coulomb attraction between 

the proton and the excited-anion, resulting in reduced geminate recombination. This is 

seen in both steady-state quantum yields [43] and transient fluorescence measurements, 

where the long-time non-exponential tail of the acid emission is strongly reduced [35,37]. 
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This time behavior can be modeled quantitatively by solving the time-dependent Smolu- 

chowski equation subject to the appropriate interaction potential and boundary conditions 

[33,34]. A new MS Windows @ application for solving the Spherically Symmetric Diffu- 

sion Problem (SSDP [53]), with a convenient, interactive graphical user interface assists 

in comparing theory and experiment. 

Our earlier report of transient salt effects utilized the streak-camera detection sys- 

tem [35]. The present study employed the more accurate time-correlated single photon- 

counting (TCSPC) technique. The previous study [35,37] neglected the salt effect on 

prototropic mobility. A quantitative fit was obtained by assuming much weaker screening 

than predicted by the Debye-H/ickel theory. However, salt effect on prototropic mobility is 

known to be anomalously large [5,14,54-62]. Therefore we have taken here a complemen- 

tary approach, assuming that Debye-Hfickel screening describes the salt effect accurately 

and investigating the consequences for proton mobility. While the true behavior might 

lie somewhere in between our two approaches, it is a great technical challenge to obtain 

a unique set of parameters when more than one simultaneously varies. 

The study of electrolyte solutions [54,55], once a mainstream of physical chemistry, has 

considered ion effects in great detail. The classical studies probed macroscopic systems. 

Ion diffusion and mobility were monitored over large distances and extended time periods. 

The classical "kinetic salt effect" in bulk solutions [63,64] involves the difference in the 

mean-field interaction potential between contact and infinite separations. The excited- 

state measurements of PTTS are limited to just several radiative lifetimes (r/ ~ 5ns in 

HPTS). During this period the geminate proton separates to distances on the order of 

100/~. It is instructive to investigate whether the same effects operating in the macroscopic 

systems also apply on microscopic length scales. 

The reversible proton of the excited-PTTS systems is akin to Noah's dove. While de- 

tectable only once back in the ark, the time lapse for its round trip reflects the conditions 

in the outside world. Likewise, the signal from the excited acid, enhanced by protic recom- 
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bination, carries information on the micro-environment surrounding it. This fluorescence 

signal is sensitive to proton solvation, mobility, electrostatic interactions, scavenging, 

competition over binding and geometric constrictions. The present work is thus part of a 

continuing effort in developing such PTTS systems into useful micro-environment probes. 

II. DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS 

A. Experimental 

Experiments were conducted in Tel-Aviv around 1990, using procedures similar to 

those reported in previous publications [47,48]. In brief, a picosecond laser was used to 

excite a solution of about 10#M 8-hydroxypyrene 1,3,6-trisulfonate (HPTS), dissolved 

as its trisodium salt (Kodak) in (a) deionized water and (b) 50%(v) methanol (Merk, 

spectroscopic grade)/water mixtures at room temperature (~ 293K). Different salt con- 

centrations were obtained by adding weighed quantities of analytic grade NaNOa (Merk). 

This salt was previously found not to shorten the lifetime of the excited anion [37,43]. It is 

inferred to have a negligible quenching effect also on the excited acid. The fluorescence at 

435nm was collected with a TCSPC system (1024 channels). The Instrument Response 

Function (IRF) was 120ps FWHM. The 20ns and 50ns scales were used for water and 

methanol/water, respectively. The monitoring wavelength corresponds to the maximum 

of the acid emission. 

To set the absolute time and intensity scales and correct for small penetration of the 

green (R*O-) band (intensity Ig) and for a low, constant background emission (intensity 

Ic) we apply the following transformation to the raw TCSPC intensity, I~¢,,,,(t), 

I ( t )  = Ip [Ir~,( t  + t.~=~ - t p ) l I , . . ~  - b e x p ( - t l r ' j )  - I¢] e x p ( t / r s ) .  (2) 

Here, r / a n d  r~ are the radiative (fluorescence) lifetimes of the acid and base, respectively 

and I~=. =/~=~,(t,~==) is the maximal intensity of the raw data. After the transformation 

the peak has intensity Ip, occurring at t = t~ (provided that /9 and I¢ << 1). I T and tp 
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TABLE I. Calibration parameters for the raw TCSPC data. 

solvent r! (ns) r~ (ns) a (ns -2) /9 Ic I , ~  (counts) Ip t v (ps) 

water 5.3 5.4 200 10 -3 4-10 -5 4000 0.49 90 

50%(v) methanol/water 4.9 5.4 200 10 -3 4 .10 -5 9000 0.86 125 

are determined from the requirement that  the theoretical binding probability (see below), 

having unit probability at t = 0, matches the rising phase of I ( t )  after its convolution 

with an IRF of the form exp(-~t2) .  

The calibration parameters for Eq. 2 are collected in Tbl. I. It is seen that  the 

green+background corrections are very small, and need be applied only if accurate long- 

t ime tails are required. The multiplication by exp( t /T f )  is mainly for presentation pur- 

poses. When Tf = T'f, this mimics a signal from an infinitely long living pair, allowing us 

to focus on the neat acid-base kinetics. Finally, the data is smoothed using a procedure 

tha t  averages every two neighboring points. This eliminates point to point fluctuations 

and facilitates comparison with theory. 

B. Theoret ical  

The experimental  data is compared with a Smoluchowski-level approach for the relative 

diffusive motion of the geminate proton-anion pair [33]. The probability density that  the 

pair is separated to a distance r by t ime t after excitation is assumed to obey a spherically- 

symmetr ic  diffusion equation 

ap(r,  t) 69 r2 ~r  Of = D r -2 e -v( ' )  e y(r) p(r, t) - p(r, t ) / v f  (3) 
- -  - ~ r  

The mutual  at traction of the proton and the HPTS anion is described by a distance 

dependent  potential, V(r),  in units of the thermal energy kBT.  Here we apply the screened 

Coulomb potential  of Debye and Htickel [54] 

y ( r )  - RD exp[-~.(r-a)], (4) 
r 1 + ~DHa 
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where RD and -1 ~DS are the Debye and ionic-atmosphere radii, respectively 

[to = Iz lz~]e2/cksT,  

2 8~re2c/eksT EDH 

(5) 

= 1, z2 = - 4  are the charges of the proton and deprotonated HPTS, respectively, Zl 

e the electronic charge, e the static dielectric constant of the solvent, kB is Boltzmann's 

constant, T the absolute temperature and c = [NAN03], the concentration of the univalent 

electrolyte and a its ionic radius. 

The relative diffusion constant, D, is the sum of the protic and anionic diffusion 

coefficients. Since the proton is abnormally fast whereas the anion is bulky and slow, 

its diffusion coefficient may be neglected with respect to that of the proton. We do not 

employ any distance dependence in D, mainly because procedures for doing so are not 

well-established. 

As compared with traditional treatments of diffusion-influenced reactions [65], the 

new aspect is the reversibility of the reaction, described by the "backreaction" boundary 

condition [66], 

e-v(~ ) Oevcr) p(r, t)[r=~ = ~ p(a, t) - ~d p(*, t). (6) 4~ra2D 

Here a is the distance of closest approach ("contact distance") between proton and anion, 

~a - 4~ra2~ and ~d axe the rate parameters for association and dissociation, respectively. 

The bound state, whose probability is denoted by p(*, t), obeys an ordinaxy differential 

equation 

dp(*,t)/dt = ~ap(a,t) - (~d + 1/T/) p(*,t) .  (7) 

The first two terms axe due to the contact reaction described by the boundary condition 

in Eq. 6, while the last term depicts the radiative decay of the excited R*OH acid. When 
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r / =  r), one may omit the radiative decay terms from Eqs. 3 and 7. In this case p(*,t) = 

1 - 4~r f F  p(r, t) r 2 dr. 

The process we wish to consider begins upon photochemical excitation, which prepares 

a thermally and vibrationally equilibrated R*OH acid in the lowest electronic state, $1. 

Thus the initial condition is 

p(*,0) = 1, p(r, 0) = 0. (8) 

Subsequently, the bound and dissociated states evolve according to Eqs. 7 and 3, respec- 

tively. We solve these equations numerically, convolute p(*, t) with the IRF and compare 

it with the R 'OH fluorescence signal. 

The comparison of the numerical solution with experiment involves several parameters. 

Some are adjustable parameters, like ted and n~. Others, like the contact distance, a, have 

acceptable literature values [15,67]. Other parameters, like D, RD and nDH, are known 

accurately under certain conditions (e.g., in pure water), but there may be uncertainties 

concerning their values under other conditions (salts, mixed solvents). Thus we are facing 

a multiparameter problem in adjusting a solution of a partial differential equation to 

fit experiment. Since such a parameter search cannot presently be automated, we have 

made use of a new graphical application for solving the Spherically Symmetric Diffusion 

Problem (SSDP [53]). 

III. RESULTS 

We report results for reversible dissociation/recombination of excited HPTS, Eq. 1, 

in solutions containing up to several hundred mM of NAN03 at room temperature. Two 

series of measurements were conducted: (i) in pure water and (ii) in 50%(v) methanol- 

water. The data are fitted to the solutions of the time-dependent Smoluchowski equation. 

The physical significance of the generated parameters is discussed. 
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FIG. 1. Time-resolved fluorescence from excited HPTS in water as a function of NaNO3 concen- 

tration (top to bottom: 0, 12, 24, 47, 85 and 164mM salt). Symbols are smoothed TCSPC data. 

Curves are theoretical fits to the solution of the time-dependent Smoluchowski equation, convoluted 

with an instrument response function. T ~293K. 

A. Salt  effect on the  transient f luorescence in water  

Figures 1 and 2 show the R*OH signal, processed as described above, on two different 

scales. The semi-log scale (Fig. 1) exhibits the short-medium time behavior while the 

log-log scale (Fig. 2) focuses on the long-time behavior. The rise in the signal near t = 0 is 

due to formation of the excited acid during the laser pulse. It then decays due to PTTS, 

a process that approaches exponentiality only at very short times, nd is determined from 

the slopes near the peak. As expected, it is not affected by the added salt. At times longer 

than 300-500ps, a non-exponential tail develops: reversible geminate recombination with 

the hydrated proton reforms the excited acid molecule. At long-times its decay approaches 

a t -3/2 limiting behavior, reflecting the probability of return to the origin of a random 

walker in three dimensions [34,40,68]. This is a clear indication for the diffusive motion 

of the proton, at least on the ns timescale. 

As increasing amounts of salt are added, the long-time tM1 diminishes in amplitude and 
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F I G .  2. Same as Fig. 1, on a log-log scale. 

the limiting slope is approached later. This is in qualitative agreement with earlier streak- 

camera data [35]. The effect can be interpreted as increased screening of the Coulombic 

anion-proton attraction. Less geminate recombination results in a smaller R*OH signal. 

When a proton does return to its base, it does so after diffusing to larger distances, which 

explains the later switchover into the asymptotic power-law behavior. 

The above interpretation assumes, of course, that the excited-state reaction is re- 

versible. This is proven by several independent observations. For example, a weak acid 

(acetate) acts as a proton scavenger and eliminates much of the tail [37,44]. At low 

pH values the reaction tends to quasi-equilibrium in the excited state [48]. The pK* 

values calculated from the equilibrium limit of the binding probability vary with pH in 

accordance with the Debye-H/ickel screening effect [49]. 

The quantitative fits to the transient Smoluchowski equation, Eqs. 3 and 7, are shown 

by the curves in Figs. 1 and 2. In a typical long-time propagation, the outer boundary 

is at 500/~ and the spatial grid step is 1~. Variable time-steps are used to speed the 

calculation. In addition, short, fixed time-step propagations were convoluted with the 

IRF. The curves are composed by combining the two types of calculations. 
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Our first step is fitting the 0mM salt data. At c = 0 we use the limiting proton mobility 

[54] and adjust ~d and ~ .  The Debye radius, RD, corresponds to the interaction of a 

singly-charged cation (proton) with a quadruply charged anion (HPTS) in a medium of 

c = 78.5, whereas the ionic atmosphere radius (the A-parameter) corresponds to screening 

by univalent ions (NaNO3). These parameters are summarized in Tbl. II and are generally 

similar to those used in previous works. 

Several strategies for obtaining quantitative fits are possible at higher salt concen- 

trations. Keeping all the parameters constant and salt independent, one obtains only 

qualitative agreement with the data. The calculated curves then fall below the experi- 

mental. This has been interpreted [35,37] as evidence for overestimation of the salt effect 

by the Debye-Hfickel potential, Eq. 4. It was possible to obtain a quantitative agreement 

by replacing c with an effective salt concentration, c~/] < c, in Eq. 5. Indeed we are able 

to obtain a good fit to the 164mM data by assuming c~1 / ~100mM. The problem is that 

such a variation in the screening function is not corroborated by other measurements and 

seems somewhat excessive. 

An alternative strategy involves increasing ~ with c. This also results in enhancing 

the amplitude of the long-time tail. Unfortunately, there seems to be even less physical 

justification for salt effects on a localized recombination process. 

In contrast, proton mobility is known to decrease with increasing ionic strength 

[5,14,54-62]. The present strategy therefore utilizes a strictly Debye-H~ickel screening 

potential, Eq. 4. All the parameters are fixed at their infinite dilution values, Tbl. II, 

except for the diffusion coefficient, D, which is allowed to vary with c. The dependence 

of D on c obtained in this way, Tbl. III, may thus be considered as the maximal ex- 

pected variation in this parameter. This variation would be smaller if deviations from the 

Debye-Hfickel expression were allowed [35,37]. 

Another approach for ionic screening is the "Naive Approximation", which assumes a 

step-function change in screening at the nearest neighbor distance [69,43]. This yielded 
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a (~) RD (~) A (M -1/2) ted (ns -1) 

6 28.3 1.97 7.1 

~, (~/ns) 

5.0 

, l  (ns) ,~ (ns) 

5.3 5.4 

TABLE III. Salt effect on proton diffusivity by fitting HPTS data in water. 

c (mM) 0 12 24 47 85 164 

D (/~2/ns) 930 880 820 800 780 700 

comparable fits, with somewhat different values for the parameters. Salt is also known 

to reduce the dielectric constant of electrolyte solutions [70], but in the concentration 

range studied the effect is rather small and hence neglected. For example, the "dielectric 

decrement" of NaC1 is about -10,  which means that e of water decreases by only one 

unit per 100mM salt. This effect may need to be included in more accurate studies in the 

future. 

B. Salt effect on the deduced proton mobility 

The dependence of D on [NaNO3], Tbl. III, is shown in Fig. 3. The fact that the 

mobility decreases with increasing salt concentration is not surprising, but the magnitude 

of the effect is unexpectedly large. This point is worth considering. 

In the classical study of electrolyte solutions, ionic mobility at infinite dilution de- 

creases, according to the Kohlrausch law, as v G. Onsager has derived the following 

limiting law [54,55,17] 

A = A ° -  (BI+B2A °)c '/2 (9) 

for the equivalent ionic conductance, A, where A ° denotes the limiting conductivity at 

infinite dilution. The diffusion coefficient may be calculated from A by the Nernst-Einstein 

equation [54,17] 

D = R T ~ / z 2 F  2. (10) 
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Here F is Faraday's constant, and z the ionic charge. We measure D in units of/~2/ns to 

stress the microscopic nature of the process (lh2/ns = 10-Tcm2/s). For mobility in units 

of mho ---- Ohm -1 per equivalent, D = 2.66), at room temperature. 

The retardation of ionic mobility is usually portrayed [54] as a combination of "relax- 

ation" and "electrophoretic" effects, leading to Eq. 9. While the relevance of both effects 

is questionable when dealing protons (Sec. IV below), the prediction of a larger salt effect 

on more mobile ions is borne out by the proton mobility data. The Onsager limiting 

law has a slope of l l .5mM -1/~, shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3. HC1 conductivity 

data [55], converted to proton mobility using transference numbers [54], approach this 

limiting behavior at low concentrations. The open circles in Fig. 3 vary less strongly with 

c at higher concentrations, which is the usual case. Polarography data [61] tend to agree 

with the conductivity measurements. However, proton tracer diffusion [57] at 100mM 

yield significantly smaller D than obtained from HC1 conductivity. Unfortunately, the di- 

aphragrn cell used in these measurements is unsuitable at lower concentrations. While the 

closed-end capillary method was developed to correct this problem [62], we are not aware 

of proton tracer diffusion measurements conducted with it in the 1-100mM concentration 

range. 

Our data reveals a stronger concentration dependence than predicted by Eq. 9. When 

fitted to a c -1 /2  correlation (bold line), the slope is 17.5mM -1/2. This dependence is 

stronger than that of both conductivity and polarography data, but comparable to the 

tracer diffusion data. This raises the following dilemma: 

(a) In the absence of the tracer diffusion data one would be tempted to conclude that our 

data-analysis compensated for the neglect of possible deviations from the Debye-H/ickel 

screening function by an exaggerated effect on D. The "true" behavior involves a milder 

dependence on salt concentration of both proton mobility and screening. 

(b) The alternate interpretation is that our data, together with the tracer diffusion data, 

depicts a larger salt effect on "microscopic" proton mobility as compared with the classical 
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F I G .  3. C o n c e n t r a t i o n  dependence  o f  proton mobility in water. • - H P T S  data ,  Tb l .  I l l ;  o - HCI 

conductivity data [55,54] ;  [ ]  - polarographic data [61];  A - t race r  d i f fus ion [57]; Dashed l ine - Eq. 9. 

macroscopic measurements. If this is true, the c -1/2 dependence might be irrelevant and 

D(c) could even show a discontinuous jump as perhaps hinted by our data near 20ram 

salt. 

At the present accuracy level it is impossible to reach a definite conclusion. It is partic- 

ularly difficult to produce a unique set of parameters when more than~one parameter may 

be varying simultaneously. The importance of Fig. 3 is thus in raising these possibilities, 

to be discussed in more detail in Sec. IV below. 

C. Salt effect in methanol-water 

Transient fluorescence of excited ROH acids in methanol-water mixtures show a strong 

depression of proton dissociation with increasing methanolic content [28,29,41,47]. The 

smaller dielectric constant of the methanolic mixture results in a larger Coulomb attraction 

(larger RD, Eq. 5), leading to enhanced geminate recombination as manifested by a more 
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HPTS/methanol-water 

w e~ ~ ,~  0 mM 
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O . O l  r rl  , , I ,  , , , ,  , I , ,  , I  , , . . . . . . . . .  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

time (ns) 
FIG.  4. Same as Fig. I in a 50%(v) methanol-water solution. Salt concentrations are (top to 

bottom): O, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160 and 320raM. 

pronounced long-time tail. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the effect of added salt (up to 320mM) on HPTS kinetics in a 50% 

(by volume) methaJaol-water mixture. This corresponds to 31% mole fraction of methanol 

(e ~ 65). A dramatic attenuation of the enhanced non-exponential tail is observed. This 

may be attributed to the increase in ~D~ with decreasing ~, see Eq. 5. Ionic screening is 

much more effective in less polar solvents. 

In addition to the pronounced screening effect, Fig. 4 reveals different slopes near 

t = 0. In contrast to the water data in Fig. 1, the dissociation parameter, rid, apparently 

increases with increasing salt concentrations. To our knowledge, this effect has not been 

observed before. It is in the opposite direction to the retardation of R 'OH dissociation 

reported at high salt concentrations [23,7,38] 

Consequently, we assume that both D and ~d are c-dependent. Unfortunately, such 

a choice is not unique. Instead of increasing ~d one may decrease ~-/, implying that the 
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~methanol-water 

I i I r ' I I I 

1 IO 

t i m e  (ns)  

FIG.  5. Same as Fig. 4, on a log-log scale. 

added salt quenches the excited-acid. To fit the 320mM data, for example, r s has to be 

reduced from 4.9 to 1.7ns. Such a large quenching effect seems improbable, particularly 

since it has been determined that NaNO3 does not quench the R ' O -  fluorescence at all 

[37,43]. In comparison, the effect can be explained by a variation of no more than 40% 

in rid- The parameters used in fitting this data to the time-dependent Smoluchowski 

equation are summarized in Tables IV and V. 

The proton mobility data of Tbl. V vary so unsmoothly with c, that we do not present 

them in a figure. This jumpy variation may simply be an experimental artifact, due to the 

limited accuracy of the fluorescence data together with the fact that two parameters were 

co-adjusted. It may, nevertheless, reflect physical reality as discussed in Sec. IV below. 

The salt dependence of n~, Tbl. V, is depicted in Fig. 6. In contrast to the retardation 

T A B L E  IV .  Salt-independent parameters for HPTS data in methanol-water. 

a (~,) •D (A) 

6 34.5 

A (M-,/~)' ,~. (St/ns) ~'S (n~) ~-) (ns) 

2.16 1.75 4.9 5.4 
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TABLE V. Salt effect on proton dissociation and diffusivity in methanol-water. 

c (mM) 0 10 20 40 80 160 320 

D(/~2/ns) 380 320 340 340 290 290 280 

t~d(ns -1) 1.03 1.12 1.17 1.21 1.25 1.33 1.44 

of proton dissociation at high salt concentrations [23,7,38], we find that ~d increases as 

c -1/3. This suggests that  a neighboring ion may weaken the O-H bond. 

1.5 

1.4 

1.3 

1.2 

1.1 

1 
0 

l +O.06c l / ~  ~ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

(c/mM) _,,/3 

FIG. 6. Salt dependence of excited-state HPTS dissociation coefficient in 50%(v) methanol-water. 

IV. MICROSCOPIC ASPECTS OF PROTON MOBILITY 

The transient fluorescence signal from the excited HPTS shows a ubiquitous power- 

law decay, characteristic of a diffusive process. This means that  inbetween rebinding 

events, the proton is a Markovian, diffusing particle. Its random motion occurs over 

"microscopic" distance scales, otherwise its recombination probability becomes negligibly 

small. What  is the microscopic mechanism behind proton mobility that accounts for its 
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incoherent nature and how might it be expected to depend on added salt or alcohol? 

These are some of the basic questions discussed below. 

A. P r o t o n  d i f fus ion  and mobility in water  

The diffusion coefficient of a proton at 25°C and infinite ionic dilution, 931~2/ns, 

may be calculated from its limiting mobility A ° = 349.8mhos [54,55,17] using Eq. 10. 

This value is much larger than its estimated hydrodynamic mobility. For example, the 

self-diffusion coefficient of water, approximately 225~2/ns at 25°C [17], corresponds to 

a limiting ionic mobility of about 85mhos. The difference is known as the "abnormal" 

proton mobility [4]. It is believed to result from a chain of water-water proton transfer 

reactions ("prototropic mobility", "Grotthuss mechanism"). We present evidence showing 

that this is predominantly an incoherent process, driven by cleavage and formation of 

hydrogen-bonds in the second solvation shell of the HgO + cation [71]. 

1. Coherent vs. incoherent mobility 

Physical chemistry textbooks [72] depict the Grotthuss mechanism for prototropic 

mobility as a relay mechanism [73] 

<-'+ H <-~ H r~ H 
H2OH + -.- OH .. .  OH ..- OH --+ (11) 

Taken at face value, such a diagram implies a coherent, cooperative shift of protons 

along a hydrogen-bonded network within a water cluster. This motivated Eigen and 

DeMaeyer to interpret their data as indicating that proton mobility in ice is one or two 

orders of magnitude faster than in water [15]. Evidently, ice has a higher percentage of 

unperturbed hydrogen-bonds, participating in its lattice structure. Although the issue of 

proton conductivity in ice is still unsettled, it appears now to be about a factor of two 

slower than in super-cooled water of equal temperature [74]. 
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In liquid water such a mechanism would predict higher prototropic conductivity at 

lower temperatures and pressures, when the fraction of hydrogen bonds is larger. The 

experimental evidence is just the opposite [75]. Water dynamics computations [76] show 

that the hydrogen-bond content decreases with increasing temperature. Thus proton 

moves faster in water having more labile hydrogen bonds. 

The proton mobility is due almost entirely to incoherent (Markovian) hops across a 

single water-water distance at a time. The actual hop is extremely fast (in the fs time 

regime) and followed by a waiting period, % during which the newly formed H90 + moiety 

thermalizes. By the time of the next hop, the proton retains no memory of its previous 

history, hence the Markovian nature of this mechanism. 

In contrast, a coherent, non-Markovian mechanism involves concerted hops over two or 

more hydrogen bonds. If such hops occur [18], their probability is small. This may be de- 

duced from the NMR proton hopping rates of Luz, Meiboom and coworkers [77,78,16] and 

more recent 170 spin relaxation data [79,80]. Some of these rate constants are collected 

in Wbl. VI (see also Tbl. 2 in [5]). 

T A B L E  VI .  Pseudo first-order order rate constants for proton-transfer reactions from N MR re- 

laxation at room temperature and prototropic ("abnormal") mobilities as calculated from Eq. 12. 

reactants k (s -1) r (ps) Ref. d D(/~2/ns) 

H20 + II30 + 6-1011 1.7 [78] 3 630 

CH30H + CH3OH + 8.8.101° 11.4 [16] i I 280 

The proton diffusion constant may be estimated by the Einstein relation [78] 

D = 12~2dr, (12) 

where d is the spatial dimensionality and l = 2.54/~ the nearest-neighbor O-O distance 

in hydrogen bonded H30+. . .  H20 [6]. Table VI shows a very reasonable estimate to the 

"experimental" prototropic diffusion constant, 705/~2/ns. The difference between the two 
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numbers is within the error-bars for this kind of estimate. A concerted jump mechanism, 

even across just two water molecules at a time, will lead to a factor of 4 in the mobility 

which is much larger than the experimental error. 

Grunwald et al. [16] encountered difficulties in explaining the abnormal mobility in 

methanol (estimated at 235/~2/ns) from their NMR data (Tbl. VI). Since CH3OH + con- 

tains only two mobile hydrogens, one might consider the proton transfer as occurring 

along linear chains. Setting d = 1 in Eq. 12 and using the same 0 - 0  distance as in water 

[81] we find about 280/~2/ns for the abnormal mobility, again within experimental error. 

In addition to producing the right timescale of anomalous mobility, NMR data [80] 

shows a similar activation energy to that of proton mobility [54], about 2.5kcal/mol. 

The water Raman data of Walrafen and collaborators [82-84] suggest an energy of 2.3- 

2.7kcal/mol for cleaving a hydrogen bond in situ. The NMR data may thus be interpreted 

as indicating that 

• Prototropic mobility is incoherent; 

• The rate limiting step is cleavage of a hydrogen bond. 

In the PTTS experiments the proton appears diffusive because the inherent timescale, 

t > 1/ad > lOOps, is much longer than the proton hopping time, r ~l-2ps.  

2. Proton-hopping and water reorientation 

What is the underlying mechanism behind the proton-hopping rates? Bernal and 

Fowler [85] have suggested rapid proton tunneling between two water molecules followed 

by slower water molecule rotation, which is the rate-limiting step. They estimated water 

rotation times in microseconds. Such a slow process could not explain the abnormally 

large prototropic mobility, therefore a "forced" water molecule rotation was suggested. 

This could be much faster than in the field-free case. 
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Today we know that water molecule rotation is considerably faster than microseconds. 

It has been measured by light scattering. Two Lorenzian components were observed in 

the water data [86,87]. The sharp component is attributed to single-molecule rotation. 

Its width at room temperature corresponds to a relaxation time of about 2ps, in good 

agreement with the NMR r values. A similar timescale for water rotation is deduced from 

inelastic neutron scattering [88]. Thus water rotation and proton hopping do occur on 

similar timescales. 

Another source of information on solvent response times is dielectric relaxation mea- 

surements [70,89]. Polar materials are expected to respond to an oscillating electric field by 

dipole reorientation. The Debye relaxation time, To, was thought to depict single-molecule 

reorientation [90,54,70,91]. This interpretation leads to a discrepancy: for water at room 

temperature ~'o =8-10ps, which is incompatible with the 1-2ps timescale determined by 

NMR and scattering techniques. Also, the activation energy for TD is considerably larger 

than 2.5kcal/mol, especially at lower temperatures. 

For many years solvents like water and methanol were thought to have a single Debye 

relaxation time. Recent data indicate that hydrogen-bonded solvents exhibit up to three 

dielectric relaxation times [92]. These are commensurate with the following tentative 

interpretation [93]: 

• The longest relaxation, TD1, involves a translational motion which correlates with 

water self-diffusion. 

• The intermediate relaxation time, TD2 , represents single-molecule reorientation. 

• The shortest relaxation time, VD3, is probably the hydrogen-bond lifetime. 

The interesting implication to proton mobility involves the assignment of ~-~1 to the normal 

component of proton mobility and TD2 to its abnormal component. 
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3. Which water rotates ? 

While "water-rotation" may be equated with hydrogen-bond cleavage, it is not a-priori 

clear which water molecule rotates. Hfickel has suggested that H30 + rotation is rate lim- 

iting. Conway criticized this suggestion: all three hydrogens are equivalent, so that  H30 + 

rotation is unnecessary [4]. Instead, a rotation of the acceptor water molecule in the first 

H30 + solvation shell was postulated. In the latter mechanism [14], the donor and accep- 

tor are anti-hydrogen bonded, their hydrogens facing each other, H20H + -.- HOH. This 

causes a forced rotation of the acceptor molecule so that its oxygen faces the hydronium 

and one of its hydrogens becomes anti-bonded with the next water molecule in the chain. 

The above suggestions are implausible for three main reasons: 

(i) Mass spectrometric data of protonated water clusters [94-97] show that  hydrogen 

bonds in the first solvation shell of H30 + are much stronger than in bulk water. These 

hydrogen-bonds are not likely to rupture. 

(ii) The rotation of the acceptor water requires the cleavage of two additional hydrogen 

bonds. The activation energy for proton mobility [98], 2-3kcal/mol, suggests the cleavage 

of just one hydrogen bond. Furthermore, this bond is of ordinary strength, not one of the 

bonds in the first solvation shell of H30 +. 

(iii) The solvent configuration around the acceptor and donor should be identical during 

the elementary proton transfer step. 

While neither the hydronium or the (three) ligands in its first solvation shell may 

rotate as part of the prototropic mechanism, water rotation in the second solvation shell 

of H30 + may take part in the Grotthuss mechanism [71]. This may lead to isomerization 

from HgO + to HsO + and back: 

: : 

H H 
0 0 H + " "  
H H 

: : 

H 
0 "'" H O H  
H 

(13) 

The cleavage of the hydrogen bond to the water molecule on the right, and its subse- 
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quent reorientation may be the rate limiting step in the Grotthuss mechanism. First, this 

hydrogen-bond is of ordinary strength, as opposed to the bonds with the H30 +. Sec- 

ond, both acceptor and donor become triply coordinated. Their identical solvation shells 

now allow for fast resonant proton-transfer within the HsO + moiety. Solvent fluctuations 

momentarily stabilize one end or the other, leading to rapid fluctuations of the proton 

between the two oxygen centers ("Zundel polarization" [99,100]). These fluctuation ter- 

minate by rotation of the water molecule on the left, which forms a fourth hydrogen bond 

with the donor. The transfer step is now complete. 

The suggested mechanism [71] is supported by recent quantum-mechanical calcula- 

tions, in which 2nd-shell water rotation has been observed [101]. Recent ab-initio molec- 

ular dynamics calculations [102] show rapid fluctuations between HgO + and HsO +, with 

much rarer events of net charge displacement triggered by a "bond switch" mechanism 

similar to the one deduced above. 

B. Salt ef fect  on  p r o t o n  mobility 

Given the above molecular description of proton mobility in neat water, we ask how is 

the mechanism affected by the addition of an inert salt. Classically [54], mobility decreases 

with increasing salt concentration due to the "electrophoretic" and "relaxation" effects 

leading to Onsager's limiting behavior in Eq. 9. The electrophoretic effect is due to the 

moving ion dragging its solvation shell thus producing extra friction. It is reflected in the 

coefficient B1 of Eq. 9. This effect is clearly not relevant to the abnormal component of 

proton mobility namely, to proton hopping as described above. Elimination of B1 from 

Eq. 9 reduces the salt effect by about a factor of 2. It then becomes too small even for 

explaining the classical acid conductivity and polarography data in Fig. 3. 

The relaxation effect reflects the restoring force of the ionic atmosphere on the dis- 

placed proton [54]. This force subsides due to relaxation of the ionic atmosphere. Un- 

fortunately, the Debye-Falkenhagen ionic atmosphere relaxation phenomenon has never 
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been confirmed experimentally. Time-resolved fluorescence of excited dye molecules is 

ionic solutions [103-105] revealed a ns relaxation component, much slower than expected 

from the Debye-Falkenhagen theory. Computer simulations [106] helped identify this pro- 

cess as a local, molecular ion exchange in the first solvation shell of the excited dipole. 

Thus if a proton hops between neighboring water molecules in 1-2ps, the assumption 

that following each hop the ionic atmosphere relaxes adiabatically to a new equilibrium 

distribution seems grossly inappropriate. The "sudden" limit is more realistic: the proton 

moves in a static distribution of ions which creates a "rough potential" of multiple minima 

and maxima [107]. The roughness reduces the effective diffusion coefficient, which may 

be estimated by averaging over a period of the roughness [107]. 

In addition, one should consider ion effects on the hydrogen-bonds whose cleavage 

is the rate-limiting step for proton mobility. Cations (e.g., Na +) and anions (e.g., C1-) 

are thought to be hexa-coordinated. These cations [108], like H30 +, have considerably 

stronger hydrongen-bonds in their first solvation shell than in bulk water, while the larger 

anions show a milder effect [109]. The same is seen in molecular dynamics simulations 

[110]. 

While bond-strengthening does not seem to extend beyond the first water la:yer, bond- 

ordering might. Imagine a cation and an anion approaching each other with their first 

solvation layers intact. The cation will have all the hydrogens sticking outward while 

the opposite is true for the anion. As they approach to molecular distances, intervening 

water molecules will tend to orient along hydrogen-bond pathways connecting the two 

charges. Water ligands along such "H-webs" may require higher activation energies for 

reorientation. As opposed to the long-range Coulomb interactions, this effect is local 

yet not necessarily negligible. For example, at c=100mM salt the average inter-ionic 

distances are R~,, = (47rc/3) -1/3 ml6/X. With an 0 - O  distance of 2.9/~, this amounts to 

just 4 intervening water molecules between every two ions namely, a pathway composed 

exclusively of 1st and 2nd shell waters. 
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As a consequence, at a certain concentration one may expect a percolation threshold 

[111] for H-webs connecting opposite charges. If such a transition occurs, it could be 

accompanied by a discontinuous drop in proton mobility. Thus, while the jumpy D(c) 

variation of our data, Tbls. III and V, might well be due to experimental uncertainties, 

such a behavior could also reflect physical reality. In the case of HPTS, which is a highly 

charged anion, the local cation concentration in its immediate vicinity should be larger 

than in the bulk. This is expected to enhance both non-classical effects, leading to a more 

drastic attenuation of proton mobility as compared with macroscopic measurements and 

possibly to a sharp mobility drop at low salt concentrations. 

V. SOLVATION AND MOBILITY IN METHANOL/WATER MIXTURES 

Figures 4 and 5 indicate that the reversible-diffusive mechanism for PTTS applies to 

methanol/water mixtures as well as to pure water. This observation is substantiated by 

data over the whole composition range in the water-rich region [47]. In the methanol-rich 

region, proton dissociation becomes so slow that it is unobservable. Proton mobilities 

deduced from the fits to the fluorescence data, Tbl. V, are even more unexpected than in 

neat water, since D(c) seems to show a sharper drop at low salt concentrations. Again, 

it is difficult to say whether this is not influenced from artifacts of a multi-parameter fit. 

Yet, as the following discussion suggests, such a behavior is not out of the question once 

the microscopic aspects of proton mobility are considered. 

The emerging picture for proton mobility in water-rich methanol mixtures includes 

the following basic ingredients: 

• The proton hops predominantly along water chains; 

• The first solvation shell around any protonated water molecule contains water or 

methanol molecules with nearly equal probabilities; 

• Simple statistical arguments may therefore be used to count the water paths ema- 
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nating from a given H30 + center, thus accounting for the decrease in mobility with 

increasing methanol content; 

• Salt molecules may serve as efficient blockers of the water pathways. 

We establish the first two points using proton solvation data, and then present simple 

statistical models for the mixture-composition dependence of the prototropic mobility. 

A. Proton solvation in methanol/water mixtures 

The pK values of phenol and anilinium derivatives show opposing behaviors as a 

function of solvent composition in methanol/water mixtures [9,56,112-116]. Starting from 

pure water and increasing the methanol content, the pK of phenols increases gradually 

up to about 75% mole fraction of methanol and subsequently increases sharply by about 

2 pK units. In contrast, the pK of aniline cations initially decreases and then, again, 

increases by 2 pK units in the methanol-rich region. Until the late 60's, this behavior 

has not really been understood [52,9], and the individual thermodynamic stabilities (free 

energies of transfer) of proton and anion have not been accurately known. 

A similar dichotomy was found in excited-state kinetics. PTTS from excited naphthols 

slows down with the addition of methanol. This was ascribed to the reduced availability 

of proton accepting water-clusters, which were thought to be a prerequisite for proton 

solvation [28-30]. If proton solvation becomes less favorable with increasing methanol, all 

acids should show a similar reduction in rid- In contrast to this expectation, Pines and 

Fleming [45] have found that proton-transfer from protonated aminopyrene is enhanced 

by increasing the methanol content (in the water-rich region). The contrasting behav- 

ior in the deprotonation kinetics of aminopyrene and naphthols resembles the opposing 

equilibrium trends in anilines and phenols, respectively. 

Towards the late 80's a consensus has finally emerged concerning the composition 

dependence of proton free energy of transfer [117,118]. A weighed compilation of various 
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analytical chemistry data shows that proton stability hardly changes between 0 and 75% 

methanol mole fraction. In more concentrated methanol solutions, it increases by nearly 2 

pK units. This behavior may be explained by assuming [47] that in the water-rich region 

there is no change in proton stability as a water molecule in the first solvation shell of 

H30 + is replaced by methanol. Presumably, there is a rough balance between the larger 

gas-phase proton affinity of methanol [95] and the ability of water to form more extensive 

hydrogen-bonded networks. At 75% methanol mole fraction, the dominant protonated 

structure could involve a H30 + molecule solvated by three methanol molecules, which is 

nearly isoenergetic with the HgO + cation. 

Above 75% methanol there is a growing tendency of the proton to reside on a methanol 

"core" rather than on water. The ubiquitous 2 pK units may be interpreted as the 

equilibrium constant of the reaction 

H30 + + CH3OH ~ H20 + CH3OH +, (14) 

which has actually been determined by both indicator and kinetic competition methods 

[119-121], 

[H30+][CH3OH] 
[H20][CH3OH+ ] = 120. (15) 

This explains the 2 pK unit destabilization in the methanol-rich region. 

It remains to explain the more moderate rise (for ROH acids) versus decline (proto- 

nated amines) in the kinetic and thermodynamic data in the water-rich region. Since 

there is hardly any change in proton stability in this region, the effect must be due to 

solvation of the counter-ion. In contrast to the proton, the anion may follow simple Born 

solvation [122]. The Born model produces unexpectedly good agreement with ion hydra- 

tion energies (vacuum to solvent transfer) [123]. According to this model, the free energy 

of transfer of a charged sphere (charge z, radius r) from a medium of dielectric constant 

el to that of dielectric constant e2, is given by 

z~ ( ±  i ) ,  (16) 
AG = ~rr e 2 -  e~ 
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It depends on the magnitude of the charge, not on its sign. 

The contrasting behavior must therefore be due to the opposite charge arrangements 

ROH + H20 ~ RO- + H30 + 

RNH + + H~O ~ RNH2 + H30 + (17) 

In the first case lowering of e by the addition of methanol destabilizes the product RO-,  

making the reaction more endothermic, and (by structure-reactivity arguments) slower. In 

the second case the reactant RNH + is destabilized, making the reaction more exothermic, 

and therefore also faster. This argument can be made quantitative by using C1- and Na + 

free energy of transfer data to model the corresponding RO- and RNH + ions [47]. 

We conclude that in the water-rich region the proton resides on a water molecule which 

is solvated by either water or methanol molecules with equal probabilities. Hopping of a 

proton from water to methanol is unfavorable by about 2 pK units (4.6RT units, ca. 2.7 

kcal/mol at room-temperature). Therefore proton conduction is limited to water molecule 

chains. 

B. Proton mobility in methanol /water  mixtures 

The conductivity of strong acids in water-alcohol solutions has been measured many 

times in the past [56,59,17,5]. For additional references see p. 372 in [17]. However, we 

have not found the total conductance bisected into single ion contributions. Transference 

numbers have been reported [17], but not at infinite dilution. We have therefore applied 

an "indirect" method [124] to the data of Shedlovsky [56]. 

The limiting conductances of chloride in pure water and methanol [54] have nearly the 

same value of X°r//e [125]. We have therefore determined the chloride ion conductivity 

from the assumption that 

(~ l - ) / ] / g  ~ const, (18) 
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FIG. 7. Comparison of" limiting proton mobilities in methanol-water mixtures with statistical mod- 

0 " - pathway model; line - percolation model. els. • - A~+; [] - AHCI_, o 

throughout the whole composition range. Here ~ is the viscosity of the mixture and e 

its static dielectric constant. Subtracting the C1- mobility from the data of Ref. [56], we 

obtain the limiting proton conductivities as shown in Fig. 7. 

The proton mobility shows a characteristic minimum of about 60.2mhos in the vicinity 

of 90% methanol mole fraction. The proton transference number reaches a minimum, 

t+ = 0.558, around the same composition value [17]. Using A°(HC1) ~ 108, Ref. [56], 

we find that t+A ° agrees nicely with the above figure. This conductance minimum is 

usually ascribed to a proton "trapped" on a water molecule surrounded by methanol. 

This moiety can only move by self-diffusion, hence Ascii ~ 60mhos. We assume As~t/ to 

be composition-independent. 

We wish to explain the conductance decrease in the water-rich region by simple sta- 

tistical models. The applicability of such models stems from our observation of equal 

probabilities for water and methanol ligands in the first solvation shell of H30 +. Every 

methanol molecule in this shell blocks one water pathway. This leads to the "pathway 

model". 
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1. The pathway model 

Consider the most probable HaO + solvation shells at various compositions, assuming 

that methanol molecules block the proton migration routes out of such structures. In 

water, the maximal number of pathways emanating from any HaO + moiety is two. This 

produces the maximal proton mobility, A~, in neat water. Thus ~ - AsCt/is the "abnor- 

mal" prototropic mobility. When one water ligand is replaced by methanol one of these 

two paths is blocked. When all pathways are blocked, the remaining transport mechanism 

is bodily motion by self-diffusion. In Tbl. VII we have computed proton mobilities com- 

mensurate with the pathway model. These are shown by the open circles (interpolated 

by a dashed line) in Fig. 7. 

pathways 

2 

1 

0 

0 

TABLE VII. Proton mobilities by the pathwa model. 

XM,OH! protonated core lst-shell ligands 

0 

0.25 

0.67 

0.75 

H30 + 

H30 + 

HsO + 

HaO + 

(H~O)a 

(H20)2 MeOH 

(MeOH)4 

(MeOH)3 

)k w 

~,~zs + ( ~ -  ~,,~s)/2 

~self 

)~self 

2. The percolation model 

A more refined theory considers water pathways as percolation clusters. As a first 

approximation, assume that the hydrogen-bonded network is static. From available results 

of scaling theories and computer simulations of diffusion on static percolation clusters 

[126], the conductivity is expected to decrease as 

~(z)  = ~e~: + ( ~  - ~so,s)(xc - z ) ~ / z ~  (19) 

Here xc is the fraction of empty sites at the percolation threshold and # the conductivity 

exponent. 
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For a static percolation network embedded in a cubic lattice, xc = 0.41 and # ~ 2 [126]. 

In the present case, the lattice is dynamic. Reorientation of clusters and ligand exchange 

can renew the connectivity, resulting in conductance even for x > 0.41. For simplicity, 

we pick xc = 0.67, the methanol mole fraction for which abnormal conductance ceases in 

the pathway model. Equation 19, with these two chosen parameters compares nicely with 

the experimental data (full curve, Fig. 7). 

3. The ionic pathway blocking effect 

The existence of water pathways for proton conduction in methanol/water mixtures 

will make this environment much more sensitive to added salt. Any ion along a pathway 

blocks the proton motion along it. An ion near a pathway blocks it by forming strong 

hydrogen-bonds to one or more water molecules along it. As the percolation limit is 

approached, the sensitivity to the blocking effect should increase. If the phenomenon 

resembles a phase-transition, the microscopic proton mobility could exhibit a sharp drop 

as in Tbl. V. This argument is speculative, and more experimentation is required. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The present work presents a first comprehensive analysis of salt effects on transient 

proton transfer to solvent (PTTS) from an excited ROH dye molecule (HPTS). The 

dynamics, obtained from the fluorescence signal using a TCSPC system, were fitted to the 

solution of the time-dependent Smoluchowski equation with a "backreaction" boundary 

condition describing reversible proton attachment. A large fraction of the signal is carried 

by the asymptotic tail, reflecting secondary geminate recombination events. Its power-law 

behavior, characteristic of diffusive processes, suggests that the microscopic mobility of 

the dissociated proton is incoherent hopping, in accord with hopping times deduced from 

NMR measurements. 
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Proton diffusion as monitored by PTTS is a microscopic process in which the proton, 

like Noah's dove, surveys the immediate surroundings of the HPTS anion (Noah's ark). 

The TCSPC signal contains information on the proton-anion interaction potential and 

the microscopic proton mobility. The addition of inert salts modifies both attributes. 

The question is whether on microscopic distance scales these salt effects are any different 

than predicted by the classical theory of ionic solutions. 

Our PTTS data shows that the main effect of added salt is a reduction in the long-time 

tail due to screening of the HPTS-proton Coulomb attraction. For obtaining quantitative 

fits, secondary effects must be invoked, otherwise the attenuation of the tail is overesti- 

mated by the theoretical model. In previous work we were able to achieve a quantitative 

agreement by assuming a breakdown of the Debye-Hfickel approximation and using an 

effective salt concentration which is smaller than the actual one. In the present analysis, 

we assume this mean-field approximation to be valid throughout the concentration range, 

and attribute the secondary effect to a reduction in proton mobility. The observed effect is 

then larger than obtained in macroscopic conduction measurements. It possibly consists 

of a sharp drop in mobility at low salt concentrations, particularly in the methanol/water 

mixture. 

At the present level of accuracy, the various physical parameters may not be uniquely 

determined. This remains a challenge for future work. Nevertheless, a detailed discussion 

of the determinants of microscopic proton mobility in water and methanolic mixtures 

point to the importance of molecular aspects which may be revealed by microscopic mo- 

bility measurements. The rate determining step for proton hopping involves a cleavage 

of a hydrogen bond. Ions are surrounded by a hydration shells of stronger than average 

hydrogen bonds. As oppositely-charged ions approach each other, hydrogen-bond path- 

ways ("H-webs')  may form. When these webs reach the percolation threshold, a sharp 

drop in proton mobility may occur. While our PTTS data cannot yet determine whether 

such ideas are physically sound, they do present an interesting subject for investigation. 
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